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BUST 

for Terence Winch 

The= bust is mine=. 
A lady in shadows of dark light mistakes, all counting, hc='s so sad. 
The dress the blue granite company of beUy covered with lace that hangs 

over the awful. 
A chain of ~arls to pirate. 
Your eyes an: pan of the roar that can't jump in. 
The past, the lovers like sad magnm pull each head into collisions with 

itself. 
Unlike pa.in which is confronting itself and unlike gmttness which is 

conuolling. 
Significant that she deaJs this without nodding . 
A cigarette sticks out horizontally its smoke rising venicaJly. 
The wire 'utters an: crying from my grip and three gunsholS (lesssl«p) in the 

hallway art imagined- a chief concern of half sleep. 
A fact is to learn how to think if this his sadness relating back to itself 

becomes that. 
Wanting to stxak exclusively pronouns, her mother was wanting exactly 

the same. 
The fever, no longer transfem:d by hand, is contained in each power lifted 

foot in each mother (who's yours). 
Th<' one that could had to give up quietly and without mystery. 
Questions are spilt over blackness thc:msc:lves 2 bl2ek why or less rc:cogniz2ble 

colorless laclcing cool or W2f1Tlth or dimension but p2r2phming sensa.tion 
umil we're pa physicality which is conquered. 

A frution of this light c2ptured like in 2 ftlm . 
Emotion is located here and you looked and found what you waited for : 

im2gc:s , specific words, 2 color .so things get powerful with desire. 
There's no hint toward the bottom. 
A faded photograph is vague as your own memory. 
Hearts can't grow to superhuman size or fill up and be heavy like the a.ir 

in this room th2t looks like smoke or is. 
Ancient figures smoking out of time and blowing smoke rings across the 

horizon . 
And acr<m towns och with Cultural A.ff.Urs like di2m0nds n~ly perfect 

to the eyes th2t canSCllll the room wd recognize the past . go, without hil , 
exactly tO the center of 2 circle. 

Fingers instinctively love the heaviness of 2 cigarette. 



Our physical faultS are messages transported along geometrical lines 
intersecting at empty points aided by the sounds of emptiness. 

The way I saw you was like perfection because I believed perfection 
was missing. 

But it's happened to you for other teli.SOns. 
Manners were taken from the table and awkwardly placed in bed. 
The dialogue from a ftlm with an ambiguous ending, though a love story. 
The more intricate and sophisticated the higher the possibility of error, 

like a machine . 
The stakes go up . 
A blackness here because this is the shadow of the bust . 
Small voices cry out to caress themselves not timid but conservatjve. 
A heart has two sides :rnd can love and feel other things at the same time . 
Cigarette lighters grow until they're part of your personality and then you 

lose them or throw them away. 
A shon word is installed above your heart every night until it's sincere and 

nota surprls.= . 
"I have no home and I must live with somebody else always" 
RestaurantS on handtrucks, writing on the wall. 
Stay on the street and continue the habit w stop becoming as much 

as you desire. 
I wanted the art around me to exist as memal picrures . 
We're human and hatt to sit before a lm of boutiful women. 
We'll be married women then like douds where destiny has made a mistake . 
We'll be mothers then after the heart explodes and settles into the soft 

pan called BUST. 
Sl=quins of thought arrest your face which flows without movemem along 

white corridors. doors opening cracks in steady rhythm. 
There's no other face that I can speak about. 
One thought that comes to mind settles in d«p folds of velvet whose touch is 

all illusion and surface. 
Wh:uever country we're in will understand . 
We're nGt afraid of turbulence but of answering without thought. 
Ignorance. thought to be wiped out, returns as an emotional state. 
My eye which is a circle framed by face . the neck a series of rings changing 

relationship with each other continuously. 
The words "I love you" are received by the left ventricle. 
You've aimed but can't point there. 
Half of the noise is caused by the floor's existence, the other half by mine . 
And in my hean ofheans, !lay down, a fiXed desire a longing. 

APPROXIM ATilLY 

meaning a comext or vision to confer with this which could be a book. 
meaning what I just said confers with this but a licking sound. 
Amplified and forming an idea far &om original . 
A distance which becomes whimsical tension. 
For instance, then an origin, an image a fantasy becomes ironic; at home. 
Aat as you once thought a centering unlike mysteries in your imagining 
an animal . 
Difference in eye levels. 
Difference·in relation and S)'$tem . 
Elev2ting a problem in placement or face and in which direction . 
A metal square gradually marked . 
A metal square which is confrontational engaging. 
Off into intensity which is hard to concentrate. 
Two of the spaces of words with their own containment each 
of eighty directions . 
Two aesthetics gruuing activity value without practical functions . 
Following the implied direction of possessions, environment is a room 
more spa:ific a person. 
You said something visual versus a thought you were attacking. 
You said change/cigarettes versus intimate intricate and which is more 
interesting. 
Later a time motions are visual or visualizations which translate objects 
into words. 
A mass of timid outlines to each rigid color. 
A mass of smiles destroys a given warmth. 
Without only a loneliness to cherish. 
More specific a conversation hopefully beginning now. 
More specific the toxic and poison contributed to a phrase now dated and 
like a date benign. 
Respectable ideas ate random, laying low or following up so forget what I 
jUSt said or I think. 
Impossible only an advancing of thoughts their dements and results. 
No wonh for what they're saying or value exists for this. 
It 's fme that it brings te:a.rs to your eyes or doesn't . 
It's probably fine that what moves you is below you or not: above you . 
Formulas to constrict imagination to a mind what it's saying thinking and 
what you want its direction. 
For this there's an age to define as urgent as people. 



For this habit a catchy lide like musings handfuls. 
More points exist around which become you than arc not . 
Ends based on emotional gustS; the hands arc yours that wish to hold . 
Ends as a pivotal screen viewing concealed metaphors for beauty. 
What the question value in days formulated frequent written 
words weeks. 
I don't know an arching sounding around us. 
I don't know where movements standing pointing as vacuum. 
Where the word which vn.sn't interesting belongs as redefinition. 
Where speed replaces the idea and becomes it. 
Internal is categorically beautiful bombing as we expected them 
whole sentences erupt up and fall. 
Headlong, concrete piece by concrete piece a sight or irrational pleasure. 
Heading away to detail and immediacy. 
Another form is untouchable and moves a e2ge imo softness. 
A v.-ooc:ien syntax of shadow forms a pillar of its own. 
A highly syntax confusing bolh image and word md detail and notation . 
A shape which is rounded off so that corners fall away. 
Blank and another ordering attention paying off. 
Blank intensity stares. 

11-UNKING OF NOTI-IING 

moving enough to stop 
pause. an off-handed pressure in this locality 
not knowing as an absence of sound 
words arc unable to coax 
the organs malcing me do this wail 
the glamorous massive energy 
made into a compound concept again 

no choice follows choice etcetera 
laugh is the only movement that's concealed 
the action of hand to enticing mouth 
the symbol of white teeth 
clash of a musicaJ sensation 
coercing a line to continue 
you get to look at everything as objects 
the poinu of chaos are vulnerable 
meaning momenu of movement 
existing alone and complicated 

as the mm disappetm becomes known as rese111ed 
a face in a recent expression 
also whatever we build we Jack 
grateful to build as the action 
contact is sincere and exploding 
the walls contain the light of the window 
md the newspaper and its faces 

relaxation is mistaken for behavior 
the eye travels to the visual beyond 
the hand you hold which is topicaJ 
constrained until all sound is wiped out 
remains unbroken light night 
make-up in a crowded place 
remains crowd invaded by favor 

you have a few words which are sullen and coy 
ardent as the teeth in this advenisement here 
but comfoning 



whatever's done is .shUJXned 
the s~ed and sting is painless 
taking entire moments, reduced, and embedded in you 
many thanks ita.lics exclamation poim 

a hand Oipping through 
new as a eulogy to old functions 
to want every name is easy 
experiencing words in a receptive stupor 
my friend, who's a high powertd vigorous person 
a concentrated drop of this 

rwo pole$ encompassing the thinlcing of nothing 
far below as a pillow, the past 
the decision , standing, walk 
results already surrounding you 
with one possibility and looking good 
reasonable a word that stumbled 
unless the design was spedfically form and your own 
I was thinking of nothing 

something meta.llic was la..id out 
contained in the minds behind the eyes that watched 
the image rema..ins for one minute 
out of the billions we claim today 
the shadow is hardly gone 
the object moves which leaves the inky oily thing behind 
reaching back as far as possible 
nothing applies like today 

fair weather functions in our favor 
a luminosity confined mentaUy 
on« more the star in you is confu.sro 
with the star in me 
pure romanticism and a beautiful proflle 
the longest of the facts I've picked up 
reveals nothing as in the snapshot 
of a face that smiles and nothing else 

can't bciJcve this is happening is written 
as you pull it off 
coming apart at the s-eams 
a word full of the lctter C 
begin and shrink like the F of the flame 
you sa..id I was the voice of doom 
and as manly as an elevator which can vary in size 
yet be functional and effective 
on the fringe of emotion is bonus 



THE LOOK 

a small gold JamC purse 
an intersection, where each has its own line or force 
venical as an individual horizontal as a group 
a mind and legs like polished rocks 
three dec2.des :~.go 
the past compared poorly 
when the focus is off the group appears blended into one 
an alarm dock reading alarm and time 
a drink the color of whiskey 
a motion, time. md whiskey implying 
hands on the ends of arms are isol2.ted events 
spark and later, the word ftre 
two aspects established as I and you beginning and end 
two figures stepping simultaneously from opposite corners 
open primed, tempted him to open 
ambiguous md narrative 
group, a series of primary colors, setrns relaxed 
dates followed by their important events 
a leveled post supponing them 
his work began to sucss a social blending 
conspicuously into the atmosphere 
inconsistancies in the movement of the arm and the turning of the wheels 
treating one more attractively than another 
pre-movement movements are a steady science 
2. band of bodies. rhythm, venicality 
anticipating intention physically 
physical accomplishing moral 
submitting to the look, an eye our for you 
a post-ambitious desire 
motionless depending on the floor and solitude 
ten thousand, the eastern suburbs, a stadium 
you'd have to be a linJe unstable to give up good things 
the empty glass, filled and steadied 
an impulsive talk. turning the light on and off for control 
reflecting circular views that avoid 
this is rare and needs to be controlkd 
thoughts appeared jointed 
I sat ftrst in the yellow plastic chair, then on the bed, later the floor 

l'v~ done slmilar movcmc:nu with my arms once or twice before 
black velvet amplifies the red sequin fallen there 
This space. suessc:s the harsher sounds 
the culture that wants to return is humiliated 
a staccato of footsteps descending 
ftshnetS returning, a ring of smoke retutning 
brilliant ideas shattering as a heavy object slips and falls to the floor 
it W2S in the purge aspectS of her mind 
in the fantasies of his yellow and a pink 
radiating out to join with cooler colors 
black silhouettes of ptople in pairs of ftfteen 
the stage immediately the center though empty 
I'm the bulk in the blackness to the right 
my thoughts are to the left distinct 
t:t.lking around one word insaibing everything else 
degance like a prop rc:maining afterwards 
r~ of the word marvelous, rej«ting the concept 
playing at humanity and an ultimate cruelty 
I hold my speech as crude as myself 
I lay down in relationship to the lxd, the table and the floor 
this is my f2lllily although which group I could never say for sure 
the building shakes every ten minutes 
the table and its weight are distr~ing 
sections of it dismantle grammatically 
isolated words form a cult of famous objects 
the belief that you can say what you want or lie about it 
take for granted will always occur 
reflex and self-containment 
the concrete as it is convened from floor to wal l 
a word that 's so beautiful like beauty 
reflecting pleasure and topping background 
monotony leaves open delight and is kindred 
the delicate thwnb and ftngers ue resting 
the pace and pan which is gullible. the body 
is communiating in short spurts 
paper deceiving and making a killing 
the venical ends coinciding 
grinding out from a center or any pan which is key 
between two points if the thought 
known to h2.ve shifted to another body 



rcc~iving GOOD TENDER PITY a.ll pulp 
Ln various pam on wall pon~rs 
th~ urn~ must be difficult and unpl~asant 
or ttoubl~ will fail ideologically 
we= rc=pe:at so a.s not to be afraid though that's what we want 
a mistaken line, once= it's corrected 
senses of beginning and beginning again 
red, which is tame and indignant, a bun on 
a grotesque nam~ in the same order 
miles and miles is artificial though a legacy 
shon interjections appear which once had been 
the body a.s a landscape or a r~flection of 
valuable details arc= sketched, made ov~r. a testimony 
pursuing destruction makes pr~stige 
wind that blows here and what's carric=d along 
ahead of the shield of conuol 
restraint acttpts iu antonym's qualities 
her question suggests a perceived imem 
flowers have been made that will outlast us all 
her interest gave her one grace 
that the sound ~ms to dampen the light 
and resistanc~ might become their past 
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IMMEDIATE CONTENT RECOGNITION 

Looking at the pon love world 
whc=re no on~·s corroding themselves, but each other 
the lesson. a.s an arm extends with anoth~r 
the lovers are looking at each oth~r and the world 
through vitamin capsuled ~yes 
where we appear obvious but secrc=dy involved 
with cloudy stares of twO times a million feet 
being felt by it instead of feeling it 
in Montana there's a monument that looks like my memory 
made up of well-marketed cigarette packs 
and 6-foot imellecu 
remember everything to do and to do with you 
our hands are superimposed on well-lighted glossy magnine ads and each 

crack and unkept cuticle is revealed 
with tears in your eyes on a tiny ocean in a floating device that carried 

you away by the scc=nery 
not green or r~d or blue but all of those implied sentiments make 

up our cloudy outlook 
the final person proposes nothing and doing it is satisfying 
mirrors were nonexistent to keep life simple and cer~bral 
th~ thoughts that occur simultaneowly arc= without any 

immediate content recognition 
minds C2Ce down narrow strttU thinking one, two, three more 

to get there 
there, the billboard is too small to survive on the big highways 

but here where it's reflected in the windows and caressing 
the giant lobby inside 

a few little= micros escape from your mind you refer to them a.s emotions 
no jokes. Three minutes pass messing up the concept of time. 
beautiful people with blue face 
concealing cathode ray guns 
giving up meat but smoking believing that bad habits enhance 

your personality 
lost in the hours of education and fingering despa.ir and silk 
you're panhandling 
life in the panhandle is routinely one of pain and suffering 
light that's suspended above the peaks 
light that's blinding the river 

ll 



light that ex.isu brilliantly but .s«ms to come from nowhere 
a sunburned prune of a hand is tying knots and squttzing juices 

from ominous berries 
a conditioned imagination is jetting from the hot summer apartment 

from the cast all the way across ro the blue pacific 
taking it all in and turning out stupid romanticisrns 
propped up with boredom and longing to be struck down in disbelief 
no more of that 
just real furs and real jade rings as real 
as disapp:>inunents and refusals that you want to leave behind 
unlike furs that you should hold onto and put into 
special storage in the summer 
unless you're someone who doesn't have furs but kttps 
misfonunes in cold storage and doesn't forget 
the times I used you without mentioning you to decline invitations 
were a son of on-ca.ll improvised emotional flow 
an aura surrounds each phrase stumbled through 
not like bubbles around words in comic strips 
or even thought bubbles 
or static on the radio 
more of a disembodied mouth making perfect choreographed words 

without sounds and each twitch 
twist and frown comp:>sed for the moment 
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MELODRAMA 

Feel dose to as an aspect that may change . 
The room is compact, directions thickly disguising spasmodic orientation. 
I feel paranoid b«ause we're here, a uendy museum, or we're there 

a non-firm field of electron thoughts. 
Mechanism smile , snatchy sense of humor. 
'He W2S smiling at me. walking,' Ween by the big hand which loves, 

nabs. The big fingers flow from the mouth disguised as words: I would 
like m clasp you to my hean, seize your spirit, essence, etc. This is 
pursuit beaming in from destiny, not eternity. and nttd, not desire. 

This sneaks in a loose .sentence applied to formula. 
This one's famous fades in becomes isolated goes away taking the p:>int. 

leaving chicken-heaned enigma behind. 
One technique perfected. Fear and fear's habits. 
Habits p:>und repeatedly p:>uncling words apan a constant spineless 

statement. What it nys is separate and the way it nys is disconnected. 

Romanticize manipulation as an occupation. Specific comments b«ome 
drone, faded until tenuous speech is specialized. 

Comment indistinct . Rhapsody obscure says something with heat 
a microscopic loveliness cross-referenced. Lean forward and you become 
a meager body momentarily out of balance. 

Written majestic life. calculated infatuation. Working for another. 
Di.snrd. Working for another. Touch. Sensitivity perceiving the flame 
of parallel lines. Faint memories of denial and inuovened fat and 
hunger. Not opp:>sitcs autistic bits of impressions waiting to .seduce. 

Dispute or be captivated. 

Slttp, gradations along a heavenlike belt right zone shouJder streak pace 
to begin muscle being bone below nipple begins to be the bond 
between inside and out . 

Begin m negotiate this like a new walking-step. 
lm~ disjunctions give you the style: enemy status. 
You ocist in all tenses now force a level of volume, an instant footing 

p:>tentially constantly adrift . 

13 



"I could have been a mw sailing away forever!" Maybe. 
It's your ab.rent presence this point where my feelings busted 2t0und. 

Absolutely here , hostility. Bright and cle:u, vanity. 
Tra.de in a shiver of vacomcy for umiemcnt. 
Temples at sides of heads' m2gncrizcd frown severs the movement . Gr:up 

h211dles pick them up . Grup h211dles hold you up. Don't pl:lnt those 
feelings :lnd don't retra.ct them. Accents uc uansfera.blc and become 
211 audio movement that parallels a physical p2SSing. 

You're void of an itonhc:utcd fever followed by the 
rdlmivc voice of cultivuion. Still a sm:ut person 
without rhyme. Casual2..s traffic dra.wn to a familiar 
corner hauled down, intcotion:tl melodrama at its 
best, money beyond comprchension, lovc 2m0ng its ruins. 
I left off the title for you 211d your painting you called 'untitled'. 

Me , who's just not here because I'm reading or, I'm sorry, I'm not sm:ut 
enough at the moment to comprehend what you're saying. 

Truck over explain. 
Phosphorescent talk attention secure. 

Hold to the white of sudden surge, walk like liquid, nervous to the left. 

If this is a disucssing devotion, alter your stride. 
A pageant takes place each day in which you embrace your past which 

swells into a residual future . 
But this soluble suppression isn't 2ll imperuous slouch. 

The rice paper screeru fold back upon one 211othcr with grattful 
convulsions like the movement of a t:nin and nothing is marooned 
in the past or its negative space. 

Drc2m where all movement is left , the staircase rises in a spiral to the left , 
the first baseman backh211ds the ball to the second basem211 who's 
covering the bag, a pair of grippers in the left h211d release a scra.p 
which falls into a vat of molten bronze. 

Prepare to escape from principles of identity. 
Become drunk and settle into overstep. 

14 

R«onstrun10n of style employs faith in the p:ut doubt toward the future . 
The 211gry labels left off arc the ones that comain a message of gentle 

informuion or plcuura.ble disu2etion. 

Bmeath. charm, it comes from bcneuh its charm. 

l l 



AWES 

One day continued just missing the next. 
Pick up garbage anticipating the fiUlures in history. 

He speaks sdf·consciow raspy name of intention. 
Horses and people dressed as elusive dudes immigrate into imagery. 

News flash wakes his mention. 
Negativity shines outside his personality. 

Messages are as cleu as red and black striped suetch pants. 
Cramming into aggrantcd aru, few caress. 

What m~t as meaning prolific misunderstanding. 
He became her formula as milk to the Nesrle Corp. 

Sound of ~iablc s~ drills echoes of this SW«t. 

Construction occurs actual rdnforcc:mcnt n«d's destruction. 
Tll.kc: bent, out of line's eye-leveled rcmo['S(:. 
Jargon cnJightcru tension: counter sink, tongue: and groove . 

News arrives carrying near miss moments. 
Honor limps many times. 

Remove is cool (good) cold (bad). 
Enjoy tripleness him her her chair foot hand. 

Toast to his past in piles aJI around. 
Tomorrow's lengthy limbs' squ«zc. 

Tentative: verbs injection crowded poison. 
An affection welcomed as air in high altitude. 

Exercise combines us, considc=r2tdy. 
Momc=nts in every excellent extended. 

Night no sleep within the icon, dark. 
Enjoyed your welcome= and yourself. too. 

Ooud-Jikes terminate now. 
Permitting increasing lingering. 

Typewritten 'allies' don't move feelings. 
Reasoning an arrow in my eye. 
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SEPARATE LANGUAGES 

on opening a word shut out carrying distance 
Silence, a minute's violent pass2ge . What do I 
pause what else do I have to . Our city masters 
tum gray envelopes. Stack and frequc=nt occupied 
space. Actively punish, what I could give you 
especially me. Avoid no recess, no picnic. 
In case a kindness is unhinged and knowlc=dge crashing. 
Cut the advice= I might have given I might recommend 
a stay away from ghOStS that love you 

rc=presemations 
of incomplete= mista.Jces. 

I might have bttn maudJin for you. 
I probably will, my mannerisms attest. You cut easy, 

Great Figure:, no longer Mine:. 
I wake up alone think of you and I feel worn. Minds 
hold the street worn into continuous dimension 

where entrenchc=d. I'm a stand 
off rough stance, to become partial with . 

Point out that 
aligns with no other. Encompass the future using blind 
eye aggression. People get hun and Peoples get hun 
so don't be subdued. I'm not your personal Richard Nixon 
and you're not mine:. In spite: of his influence= on Cuba 

before. Things are nice in Cuba now. 
No expression of convenic=nce can flood the ducts but 
exists par:a.llel though always below desire. I confused 
you with offspring and we aren't related now or now. 

Now approaches at bay mind functions on readiness 
a pre-existing swerve. This method anchored in fear 
is minor which is minor I am and you, minor. 

17 
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LEFT ON TEm"ATIVE OVER THE PHONE 

I'm blaring but not an amplified r2.dio device . 
Awkward mean ings settle beyond sounds conuacted. 
Experiment with absence that at an end. 
Rt<I.SOns for doubt, co~ clouds/sky. Missions/no~~

Ddru made out to look like my own strange dev.ttion. 
Heading up stuck like the pressure cookc:r of tradition . 
In favor to the right; those opposed , left . 
Evil in romantic blue b2ckdrop background facu. 
That happiness is not inevitable or death or sepan.te d~rts 

after an involvement with you aJso your engines keep asking 
you questions . 

Stop re2ding those stupid anicles in that dumb newspaper. 
Stop painting with that same color which isn't redder closer 

to green either. 
Wear boots worn aJon<' in night . 
That's street back that's anticipated . 
Misery, blessings to devout people. 
It's lend you a hand not give: you one. 
Address four directions with sp«:ific modes of identity m.nspon. 
This Tuesday is I have: to have it. 
Numb thoughts conflicting with ever and again . 
lm.matic: : unlock and dislodge the: insides. 
Predictable: pr~nt the: floor with cool calculated steps. 
More: tolerance: in initial stages 
lncrc:ase the: chances for success 
The: answerable: questions . 
Lefi: on tentative over the: phone: . 
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MONOTONE 

Eaten apple's random bitten motion. 
Slow confirmation to face and yours remains . 
Unpainted allusion to fine a more ddicacy finished and lending 

hairline: activity. 

Entropy's context vexing each of us took as taking from books' ideas 
to be application of thinlcing . 

Redeeming value: amorous flailing foundations of contamination 
and lcinetic: foreground . 

More: randomness applied to checks her arm reaches its ultimate 
.scientific calculations. 

Thar's rationed so that colors bore and then c:xcitc: , tire , fade away, 
and outrun an audio. 

Serw.tions revolver. Feet laugh loose to gravity which pulls you and 
your intent with body. 

19 
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FLOATING IN NYLON 

Conversions into disconnected words 
backwards opposite pages of pictures 
bleed into the margins. 
Stop. 
No synch characters are at conversation 
placed against the walls. 
Prmycolors. 
Slight looks exch2nged md cominuow parody 
thrown down a (jne of 1-do-~quence . 

Try to go from A to 8 except for lusty monotone 
turning out ahem:uing wailing sire:ns. 
Walking toward narr:u..i~ sidelines 
a comnst that attitude makes urban . 
Pop pacing aa.scd replaced by mental extremities . 
Never forget sounds of dimension droppro out 
into overall color light to set the mood. 
I could see you with the cinema look , love of the whole society. 
I guess it's "Failure at Re20:" . 
Reach around continuity, transcend activity 
sit there with one hundred thousand kitchen matches , 
no striking surface , props of begging looks. 
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TIIP HABIT OF ENERGY 

An emhusiastic gummed flap, awailing. Something cloudy in the he2d the 
Lnlllation of siiUation in a passive voice the pleasure-journalism of this is 
making a slave of pleasure and each breath is to characterize pleasure 
excessive and elusive , a costume of matching pans whose physical culture is 
caught in photographs and other aggressive forms of communication robe 
enlarged, a demanding optimism of perfect lips or different lips or the fed· 
ing of being different lips confused with a great penon or a great town 
without prohibiting intensity and this, engraved on wooden blocks , 
multiplied and destroyed. Freedom from ignorance, a magnet in the motor 
that threatens to pull the forward from behind the instinct that calls atten· 
tion to silence and order a number four over easy a burst of yellow that 
bccom(S its own force and resistance at the same time adjusted to spttd 
disronnro:ed to a great power. The claw of security and elegance pivoting on 
axes at right angles to each other in shadowy uniforms which mount the walls 
and become shadows and ghosts with powerful nervous giggles, a thin film 
of thrill and thrill snatched suddenly an idle habit of energy, a moment. 
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PRONOUNCING 

I don't know what he looks like. I don't know his name. Hetrainedmerwicc: 
so I prom~ resolutions promise again . He trained me so that I could listro 
and then listen again. Now I make promises over after promising once. I 
relive ftrst seconds and I rdivc: over many times. I've mastered nothing I've: 
repeated nothing. I've repeated noth ing without being aware of repeating. I 
wore gla.ssd, black and white shoes. I colored over drawing over and over. I've 
never fmishc:d anything but ld"t it alJ unfinished. I retire: early. I retire: early.! 
misinterpret everything he said . I listen carefully and hear I tilu:d my hnd 
but misundemood.l'm ftxed in this sp01 but not commined. I'm commit· 
ted but not understanding. He trained me to relax and I can't rdax. I stand 
in this spot to relax. I make: mysdf stand in this spot to relax. I've noticed 
pam that were: touched desire other pans. I've: noticed a~ncc:. I've noticed 
repetition. I'm patient and reasonable . I touch something now that desire 
touches. He's unlike this-his absence. He resembles all other absent people 
he walJcs with miserable repetition . He's sincere this time and this time he 
doesn't remember anything. He's careful to understand. He trained me to 
relax. He's made up the motion I'm about to make. I'm not committed but 
without desire. I'm in a place of talk. I'm in a place of silence. I'm sending 
casual time to rest . I'm sorting casual time. l'm resting. I'm furnished all 
around me. I'm touched . I'm placed upright. I'm finally absent with him. 
I'm not close not absent . He's not absent not here. He trained me to be tired. 
He trained me every motion is already lircd. He's moving. He's about to 
leave although he isn't here. I'm sending time aslowcrwaytoeat.l'm eating 
slowly. I'm about to do the thing I'm about to do. He asked me to train him 
to relax. I showed him how to relax to make himself relax to stand in one spot 
to make himself stand in this spot and relax. I showed him organization and 
resistantt. I show him organization and how to abandon . He asked me about 
soning. I'm around so often. I'm more absent than most. I've never 
understood. I understand absence. I understand how slowly organization. I 
understand height and weight. I'm slow to understand. We were him and 
me. I don't know what he looks like. I'm looking at him. I'm on the side of 
everything that answers. I'm so quiet I drop. I'm so quiet I drop. He reassures 
and asks me to show him a .slow time . I trained him to relax and measure . I 
trained him to be in this spot. I'm not really hearing what I listen for. I'm not 
listening I'm so quiet I drop. I don't remember him. He's a solid mass and 
vaguely comfonable. He's misunderstanding. He's silence. He's reasonable. 
He's always asked me to show him and I show him now. He's repeating. I'm 
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org:um:cd wnh w1rcs . I'm in combat wnh organiuuon. I'm tempted like 
him I'm reassured constantly in this spot. I'm :~.!ways foreign with him. I'm 
supplying organization. I'm organized in our combat. Combat and him 
shyly drop. He scops any theater. He desires a theater. He's tricked the silence 
and it's reasonable. He's remade models of the combat. He motions to drop 
and I drop. Foreign sound tics my thoughts rogether. I'm sober with 
organizalion . He tr.aincd me rwicc to be sober once in silence once 
in thought so absuact so foreign to my organization. I was a daddy 
before him. I was in combat bdorc him. I desired a theater before him. I tied 
my thoughts together before combat. He's supp(jcd again and mixed with so 
many thoughts . He's Jjghtcr and he drops . He's bom and I'm the father 
before him. He lays around in organization. He's the father before me. He's 
aOOut to leave although he wasn't here. I'm organized commitment. I'm 
bent and tied to thoughts. He sin alone and drops. He's surrounded by me 
and drops. He must leave before. He must arrive. I sit alone and drop. I 
become the shadow of invisible movements. I'm sending casual time to rest. 

I'm played. I'm played enough. I don't know his name. His name is sur
rounded and organized. I don't know what he looks like . He rcst.s as the 
shadow of my thoughts. He must arrive . He must sit alone when he wasn't 
there. His is motion fal ling. His is only combat. Hisisarrangementofmyin
visiblc movements. His is shadows in combat. I show him how to stand in 
one spot and he asks for organization. I train him to stand in one spot. I'm 
committed but without desire. I play desire . His is a e2.thcdral. His motion is 
desire . He uained me twice. Once in my thoughts he trained me once in my 
thoughts. I relax and ltrytorclax. l'm tiedtogcthcr byfalling. l'mcombatin 
training. He's taught me twice once in my thoughts. I showed him his 
shadow of invisible movements. I showed him how to relax how to move how 
in desire everything must move. His desire has motioned to rest. He's 
casually organized. He's sending desire ast:lft. He's on the top of movement . 

Up to the motion I'm about to make caged like the horizon all the time 
dividing limp from limp territory. Morning plastic bag thought no sounds 
cars fall to the side of everything that answers. Fast comedies think enemies 
bubble his shadows around in combat. Attitude loss found on the street 

desire theater before him. In difference the nerve which is left is left . Not 
ever in a mirror together. Insight fights desire whose shadow combats the 
.sucet motion I'm about to make up . Extra words hang around apm. Nearest 
to harmony clever books and cups. loose tunes faked to the side of 
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evc:rything th:u answers tied. Powion rops cautiously. Fastened the final tip 
called the Fridays after this one. Everyone: is making up the motions I'm 
about to make . Knock down or begin to fall, taking minutes. Speaking like 
this parallels. Why move yesterday away this quick . Sta.itways that lead on 
reversals taped to it :u1d it and its left and iu right. Through the window 
which stumbles over asters :u1d roses and glass unstopped again go on arc 
feelings images dead and naturally life has to move . Move extreme: energy in 
one last move . Move time :u1d the manners written in. Move like all paths 
leading. Tirnctomarktodirect tome to us. Iflhadaphotographtoanalyze. 
She would like a skinny brown cigar mirrored glasses. She has legs. She 
doesn't like anything bands playing. She doesn't belong for long. love: 
punctuation. Eating is the act . Any word will do like noun silk or soap. 
Images will soon not last for long and thi.s's the only story. Energy out of the 
cubicle liking to hanging around but around is a point of absence. I believe 
she has legs J seem to recall them holding her up as words once rivets once 
buildings that defmed the sky as an interior cube once. By our name her. 
Curfews arc homes from mistakes when obligation caHs for why. I don't call 
you anything bcs.idc us . Or like anything past scylc her. End the cunain our 
cunain her. How can you speak past . Thcre'sstilla&onttwOuianglescurves. 
A front is past curves back her. She initiates ailing her our name. Hun 
significance encourages. One color its own drag its own eyes. Why not 
reproduce the sensation specialized tracked away before iu feeling 
disciplined as if it were a child and had grown up young. Again it ended no 
literate version . We'd been caught like history or an OCCII"ence whose feet 
were rotated eyes avened. There was no place but forward now delayed 
ahead level. This continues to be the medium of a sentence a life or a 
geographical plot of land. To continue has been distance to stop becomes 
distance. Recorded back again played. It ended is ethically believable. 
Nothing has been going to be maniacal. Something has gone to become lore 
with usa corner with usadoororasymbol of a door. To usually do again . Stay 
like glass sounds. What ycu have we laminated ourselves to inw:ud remain· 
ing half true and half untrue. Authentic emotions stay up past the hour of 
square adjustments. That hour is perpetually coming and going that that 
hour is never here. How a heart blows returns. Think of graphic boredom or a 
still outline of an organic movement. An emblcmatial study of an unexpc· 
ricnccd event . To be drunk is to know liquor. Total isolation was going to be 
impossible to be tried forever innocently. Free gorge empty spaces (love). 
Soon ex~riencc turmoil added to an inhuman capacity for love . In fact we're 
about to become rclapsro deviated like fabric that forms the inside of cunain 
pleats . We're abandoning our survival for rescued juice of the street'slight. 
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Truth for somcthmg more kg1umate . Time unb1guous and romanuc. 
Desire is defined now by wh:;u you're left holding / what you expected w be 
left . Our conversations want sp«ific pronouns underlined. preoccupations. 
Sttn or ever aga.in since , Words mirror its own action finalized cvemual. 
later is nonsense with a double meaning . Barrier is a photo f:tbric too rich 
assoning. It's ok to take this seriously haunting prejudiced. What's last 
because of. The only eye is pleasure-impotence. Sense it don't. A downfall's 
been setting. Want a leg removes chance until the next expressed. The word 
audio all the times it ra.ined. I want a g12SS of water I'm going to turn on the 
faucet. I'm turning on the faucet I'm going to want a glass of water. Out 
came relations. A void is the rcma.ining complaint. What's wanted is the will 
to mix up you with what you do. Two pieces oflead arc closer together at the 
bottom than the top . They're ex:tCtly parallel. Men arc being critical toward 
the ground. like us. To reason breathe and count. Laying for long recovers 
the agent reflex. Gone in wanting an arm and out units of difference crowds. 
Red satin on white skin cloudy water in blue glass. Everyone's pockm arc 
stuffed with everything tomorrow. At home it means light to them. 
Anonymous played poetS revolve nylon into a value system. Moral and evil 
spin in an independent system same tempo. The forest for the trees and tree· 
like devices. Nausea. masks arc wom embarrassed. Hopefuls dream sweeping 
tender. A risk in the cult of style rib of silence. Zero to put in shoes too 
mature w walk this way. Linlc focal in and out. No adjectives and he's not 
alone. All objects arc leveled secured a door doses twO feet away a door opens 
onto no color only service. Now, my spark. the purpose was indifference. 
Own as harmony let up. Arranged tomorrow a few minutes . L:aving left 
where its power marries its power. Double tomorrow suited enough of ycster· 
day. love like productivity normalized routine thoughts break to imitate 
love. Dream again her and her she was that you again dream. I don't wam 
not W4nh'ng to lose the object of this which is this: like her over to your side 
your arm under the camera so out of the picture . Repeating only you Ia you 
or below to be you or what you repeated . Do you want to be mangled by 
punauation. From away cold trust drops out the from side naked. AJ if the 
ycUow canary was painted blue to show emotion stark vivid staying roaming 
working . Lost logic for choice hcuing music the room the least the music. In 
natural evolution silver greamcss kept vu as a bird as desired cleanliness 
honor exits desks. Nothing a painter resists tonight . How to move outside 
on. On vocabulary a father not a mother. The secretary's fust the bricklayct's 
anytimes first misplacement . Lingering temptations crawl out like monsters . 
Luck is forced in movement . Stability's chance with reconciliation around 
freedom. Murky about being freedom and undesired . Facing up to the 
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turboJet . Swaymg in visuaJ language white line consternation. Logic choos· 
ing the heart as long as morality if moraJs hun. The S«retary's sctond of the 
first conversation. How we placed history thiny. Three taJier ycm get passed 
have passed lonely. Loneliness a monster unless like a beautiful competition. 
So linear movement without them. How did tomovcsonow. That'slatethe 
thiny places for war. AJso a housewift places a mtchanic's S(:OOnd shopgiii 
elccuician. Facts pressurt to rcltaS(:. Something's passion requiied. A simple 
luck how movement how lucky forced its stayed moved . Repc2t after me: 
here how to move. Masters of local brain, locaJ vocabulary: lost or win or lose 
or win. Even an ape can lay down. Punk fear and foreign kindness lost. A 
response leaving distance reaches look. Only by the moon's house the light 
lost. 

The machine non·possa.sivdy. Entryways arc blocked by one word: com
binations enter without sound. My sidekick red brick colored brick. The joys 
are beautifuL The masterful action produces the masters. It's easy to be one 
and one and me. Ami-confusion replays the mass faJling out. The difference 
becomes style of exit. Words are said together not chanted but in an unlucky 
way challenged. The mass falling out.luminousordcrcomfons what he can. 
He has nothing to do with murmuringsseen around him. He collected pans 
of the mass faJling out and hid them away as predicted. Rugs cover part of 
these. A brilliant light moves somewhere at the edge making the current 
habits of speech non-sensible. The unlucky pan of this is to lose a pat2gr2ph. 
Action doesn't happen. Linear metaphors are distraught or non-existent. 
The Metaphor is faded or hung up. Only hope is symbolic. It's hard to get 
around this, the real was an act. Only hope was symbolic. The possible was 
visuaJ thrown to the center together so speech was speeded to non
communiauion. With men this way, women this. The absolute end of 
bondage is pronounced exactly the S2Jlle way. A5 a companion as a tv. 

Misery approximately ent2pturc. With long thick hair big white teeth. With 
blonde hair thin lips. With a passive ani tude a passionate pleasure. Then the 
thighs Jjght up. Bodies arc interchangeable 2-dimeruionaJ. A room filled 
with paper thins blended by light. Tight brown bodies are solid thick 
immersed in a liquid the color of broken boundaries. To feel beautiful sur· 
round yourself with color: flowers, Lipstick, T-shiru, or jewelry. No numbers 
announce themselves today. Light creates color also this roomful of 
2-dimension, and water that has a sense ofhumor. To feel beautiful immerse 
yourself in water block out another sense like sight. Mimic the air or resist it. 
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Hevwhat you like and 1gnore the rest A hotcltmide a concrete avenue out· 
Stde . To feel beautiful don't look down. At the sight the legs are dancing. 
Musk becomes a mood a nuisance intended 10 confuse. Taste is lazy. Today 
memory becomes a red and blue indian cotton a rough pine stained a soft red 
light a thick blue smoke a shiny black. Pannoia can be excessive indulgence 
or obsessive abstinence. There's no modcr2.tion without hope. Memory now 
is blacked, confused with dreams or pictures of a future without pictures. 
~s the television look back. With no eyes in the back of the head percep
tion is still confused. Loose light bulbs dangle without electricity or sway 
with light. Monotony knows how but not what to say. Emotional memory 
takes on time, an equaJ match of specific actions and general actors. Define 
look out. Memory looks out to flt in what's coming. The thoughts at that 
moment were isolated f2.tionaJiry thrown in. Movements in the thiid and 
narf2.ted dense in a self-conscious refrain. Life revolves around one tone, a 
flower that begins to die as it opens, a whistle blown one pitch higher than 
the ear can detect. As feelings begin they begin to be conuolled. Elongated 
choices jam up. Laugh, see a painting because context refuses to let up. 
Images don't move the voice isn't constant. Pretention's a result of fear. Not 
not aJone, explanation gives into itself. More modern, writing her famous 
couch. Her crouch a mannerism meant to isolate. Attention to the crouch. 
Ears leveled to the silence of a srructuraJ sidcwaJk movement. Fttt leveled to 
the sidewalk sustained. An enemy massages an enemy. Lower and lower, 
enter with monotony. AJl the rage, for effect. Messed up tied up rehearsed 
over and over a mannerism on the make. Elevators up to the higher floors, 
more running around. White town connected by blue ink threads on per
fumed white envelopes. Close-up and long shot rot in a 2-dimensional room 
light soothing aJI illusions eased on by sound which rolls. No more play. This 
is the perfect look for you after your integrity loss. Pride is a thorn in your 
side. "It's true I am a woman; it's true I'm employed;" going through the 
motions like a gun with your fitvorite paJ. Playing around with deep human
ity, the bargain was invented. This seems to be lean, deep and corrupted. 
The word is legs. More like fondling the aunosphere than the object's body. 
Or ride on top window oddities painted up like paintings. Arrested modesty 
fitdes once out on the town. An iced commodity a motion fanning out over 
every position a body could play. Order replaces disorder. A direction cud
dles up to a slice of this magnet world. The chord continues climbing. TotaJ 
elevators lay down to cherish the thought. Born idle. Ontologica..l spc:rm. In· 
termiss.ions tame an ounce of action. A door honestly pretends to control. 
Bother to aim for a caress out of range. Counting vocabulary as a WHOlE 
UFE twO hours company. Free secrets left from the bag of absolute truths. 
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This plane of solitude resembles broken vowels limiting the Lime, space and 
emotions that will work on a brain uained such as this to release dim golden 
thoughts. 
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CRASH 

Blacktop reminds me of you . Shwh discreetly. lf you 
don't believe it child-thrust, that's all right. Snow-
balled again in secret. Those lovely exact pink hands 
belong wrong. fine. It doesn't mean soft. Wistful at 
every level dust confines exactly what it is to talk slow 
and span a simple distance include cheap shots. A college 
student. Not a sickness or frtt food, fami liarity. 
It was good for them good to me. His parents who 
hun or give him hell or loving or even dead. Do you 
tike this food. we2ther, go home. or ever heap tragedy 
on comedy on tragedy. Do you appreciate this latitude. 
Never spoken in a soft voice affectionately maybe though 
it's an elegant game. I speak this, to you. 
differences in accents difference confirmed. 
You may not none of w may but 
live as if you will or don't 
live if you plan on not. 
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GRIND 

Thin spaced fractions (internal listeners) I thought a.s much 
as numbers, I hear around w inmates of the ears. 
EterrW attraCtion to heroic caginess that touched doubt. 
They don't say that you're a sam inventor of my own. 
This derangement on as it should go on. The picture of 
themselves spread over themselves which are barely owned. 
On no funhc:r than playing intimate figmc:ntc:ds !ended. 
Experu now take hurry, but mean calm asylum. 
Minor subsistancc: funhc:r«<. by amended minds in all-surroundings. 
And physical exhausted erroneous respect. We: oould be already 
in end a better platform to be relieved by all of you 
together functioning. By life patterns choice:, different 
sense of venical different cultural blood that, by w;rndc:ring, 
induces time's factor ofbttwc:c:n. Uke authority's lens 
and ex~rience magnified by a giant tear whose modern ~rs 
yes and yes and ok ok. Oh, from evc:mualities-lowc:r modes' 
we extracted. Oh, to link arms, arms formulate, formulating 
prom~. promise, unla.sh the absent electric impulses shot 
lhrough bodies as exotic blue the hue of distance. 
He's about to lend a problem which his mind has already solved. 
Questions remaining as a glaze in his eyes. 
Otanges made before you. 
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PROSPERITY 

mention trUStY as a talk of marching , orders. 
thlS one earful is longing and last . Metered 
undubbable room full of people who lean 
away, float above whose arms reach to gn.b 
this me M-menace. As an old friend potential 

penance. Leveled to conditions' respite 
lay once on softness, unsounded . 
Walk up on toes as if entering his own mentor 
and glamorous hallucinated argument. How much would it cost 

to say, sail under false colors. 
And long to juxtapose this word to circulate 
from the fragments of its belonging together. 
Hand you this nlue or not, I'm necessarily alone, 
not to oblipte a gentle person. 
Response fused with understatement , descendant dramatia 
that's what it means to be Ameriaan, So long. 
This word, her, even ever post-exist in your mind? 
Or deviate from its mention, in three sections 

collapsible normal. 
Pass illogiallly from here, acute angel-types 
a sphere containing requests: your right to uy 
for techniallly imperfect regeneration . 
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CRUNOI 

the gleam of mona! fr.~ternity 
the word sparkle never occurs as description 
for the flash of medals and M· I6s 
an army gathers strength in the sun 
A phone rings 
a diamond on every finger and a twinkle in the 

corresponding eye 
~king leads you onward to return 
TURN UP THE RADIO 
become the most audible machine 
through the metal vcm·slots 
thoughts and feelings pour out 
a few so:onds to figure it out 
but I made nothing of it 
or was ever in it 
the final formality is love or love's 
the treaty to stay which isn't love 2.0ymorc 
but plus another side's vision 
equaled by another side's stolen variety 
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SHAKEO!Jf 

some without remote interview 
capabilities. say yes. 
Lovers are reminded with-
out discipline, clash . 
Stutter, grab, allow me 
to include you in 
my frenetic vision . 
Tides for pensivity. 
postures repetitive 
reveries indicators . 
Hang your h~ and flow 
in inaccur2te lin~ 
directions m there 
& there & here, cl~ly. 
Messing around with 
a fractionally mental whiz 
past so undenake great 
crashing final fun. 
Mypresencestrainswill 
endure even this, 
formal countenance. 
All I remain is precedence 
great jovial shuffle. 
A monument enhancing 
benefits deterioration. 
A curving insistence 
places you as if 
in traffic, that 
mind of its own. 
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BOOM 

I recognize you as cloisters ranging from mcmal to material . 
This is only, relax , a visual dilemma. One you are a figure 

bdng filmed on the suect arms swinging you walk away. 

I'm my own figure walking toward sutxrim~d on you 
creating flailing. 

Discontinuity follows me into the building faithful science 
of fXrspectivc . The door craks and what of a place to live. 
I'm don'ting friend depress etc. 
Etc.'s numerical figures which dance: through the brain 
as if it were the large intestine. An authentic inequity 
this collage comfon/desuucrion . I'll remind you and your 
pen written scratch. Today I pick up stats I forget and don't 
keep uack. As I fling myself past I'm a specue on the 

border of glassiness. 
Return to that that motion that remains in pastness 
a festivity of the body that's without cdebmion. 

So, you play the trumpet in Queens. I'll never h~ thar. 
So we're in a depression, Chile will be the next E1 Salvador 
El Salvador the latest VietNam and personally 

Where were we We agree these useless spuns of 
a hundred thousand potentially loving 
cooling biologies 

Frequenting stages of minimal sensations with expectations 

l'maco·exister. 
Continue the metamorphosis into m y name spoken. 
In pursuit of permutation, performance of relying on uplifting 

Anticipation. 
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INDEPEN DENT SCREWS 

Something there fits, uy to fill md finish up monthly as blood taking inven· 
tory conclusion still another month of time . Pace, one two three turn and 
hand down the leather thump heart to communication , a definite attempt 
to get out from under. Too sensory for after it a pencil takes away. Hard to 
start is my own mind which fails to spealc my name. 

Something there is metal, grooved, surface slips away like doors. The perfect 

package concept for independent screws. Think of a wrist attached by 
screwdriver to each of these proud results of pristine mass production. And 
the satisfaction a lock or a shelf. Your indetermination is your well· 
intentioned stamina. 

Something there in place of thoughts seem like dry-heavings. Work up and 
awake essential limitations in conscious thought. Blend the first four 
ingredients, basically literally made into one, into a tower of sand threatened 
by the promise of rain. 

Something there in the trained rectangle . Surf.a.ces imply sensuality. that is, 
there's variety of texture, and yet, technology's brilliant illusion finally 
nothing for the body to grasp. Angles advance downward to establish a 
rhythmic separation. Mottled messages are sent on a common plane from 
alternating points and stop abruptly at the wall, which is the eye. 

Something there for heroes of the state, the blue evolution, contamination , 
morbidity, repetition , all nations , and survivors of difficult love affairs. 
Things that c.tn penetrate at random effectively, and these are called cares. 
Forceful speeches reminded major points filed away, mark down a 
preference laced with honesty. 

Something there what's too important open as it's withering varying 
qualities its color. Turn down another block; rock back and forth staring at 
Shoes until composure takes over, immigrating to the spots sorted by 
negligence and humor. Eventual genders remain incomplete. There there's 
patience permitting and there's a body's mannequin precisely folded over. 

Something like luck like standing fractions thought behind minutes under· 
taken. Note resonance before the tape is rewound. Up to the final moment, 
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grad~ bttomcs crystal glossy and unglu~d Forg~t thas as a stubborn mom~nt 
to forg~t. Anucipauon fitlls und~r th~ whttl's undymg conununy 

Som~thing th~r~ with respect to textur~ . oth~r variabl~!:s this a fac~ wh11h 
delicacy is dim~ruion which changes daily gaudy ~nough within held apan 
to ~nab!~ on~ with motion to liv~ without. Lov~ lies without a fictiuou) 
rationality on its own plot a d~finition of spac~ to occupy and not a l in~a.1 

conc~pt but void of context makes standing shady and surr~!:ptitious . 

Something th~r~ is gravity a horizontal lin~ continu~s to fall of thinkmK 
moving who would sit hard waiting. back but turned to a wac. We nincty 
degltt! into a fight ideal . We wam suategy but we'v~ prov~d destructibtluy 
too soon forwardhoo soon to withdraw. 

Something there strain~d . Configuntion, McDonald's glossy coumerparu 
delicacy and slogan put the screws unmist.ah.bly leading a musical anxiety 
command. Over twenty something sold, absorbed and the Bell company 
commercials promoting love of corporate family grabs for your emotional 
snatch. 

Something there remembers the faim screw hits loose but not against a solid 
not free from visual instructions that ac~ influence or bias. Variety, even 
among blondes. Fragments, anticipated ponion of a whole mess , concept , 
idea.!, intuition, revery, communicate. 

Something there that I'm receiving a gently measured, attached num ber 
revenging quick and caused to calculation, whatever is rotate spirally about 
within reach receives an axis neither a value, stand deducible from fallacy, 
the compatible with any upward motion stopped other statement. Is there a 
beautiful mind revealed and is that beauty undon~ . Uke a video game is 
predictable and unrelenting conditioning. 

Something there scattered by your presence and ideas stop at flld.ii, limita
tions, sealed with glandular shoru. noises at its opposite path at downward 
stopped by darkness designed day into smaller between time-objccu units of 
anion that arc remarkable. packed to take in isolation, two time-capsules, 
valentine. 
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Something there beyond rcflcClion which women, automat, cigarettes 
techniques of impossibility shattered. Step carefully, sweetheart, it 's your 
fingers feel. two eyes see , your heart that thinks, mind that thinks, mind that 
feels. 

Something ther~ shaped of slivers and opposing pieces separated. Talk as if 
all we fear. Speak as longing minutes counted, concea.l what belief desires, 
comment and you become casually covered with mentality, would you 
survive such saturation bombing, care to. Would you become a body. 
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NEVER wm-tOlff ONE 

N~c=ron the floor uy smoke which drifts upward slc=eves yours billowing ILler 
wings . Words are old deposits of imponant cvcms who figwes quality ru1ks 
with the feminine morning in this zone: . Sphere a moment's dement never 
leaning toward erasures whose real num~rs biuc:n off now shadows livtng 
and memory is solitary. One: hand a relic one hand producing quarters the 
other, I AM MAN, anxiousness to feeling better. Amend half-note: never 
lends earnest laughing to morbid advantage great handsomc:s fold across a 
waist . An individual more or less rc:pttition continues long after you bUI 
never this thinking of you, elastic, thinking of you , golden disasters. Tim 
E. Pound in a fogless night isn't clarity. Luminosity I realized , by .shoulders 
hungovc:r the din of choice below temples are tc:ns.ion not thought a few 
figures at sunsa their eyes oranges. You could nevc=r twitching turn question 
f.a.brications infant dignity. You could miss the mention injections you who 
manage a mind, nose: , two eyes. Thrill is an article cuning objects, names 
never atution differ cut from silence into vouic:ty. Most crud eanh , third 
warming the hem third from the left carry a short stick. Never caught the 
pi~. never show. Pa.in given beings is that most for every appetite , 
apparendy fruit . .As they went away final gorges questions made answers and 
eye, distant light . highlights with the power to S«. She's never bc:twc:cn 
remoteness and fenile and sentence. Sentence is history's so and on and con· 
tinue to snap and console. Never either how you say you twice and always 
twice restraint . Confined to nothing's pretty mystery conflict in the D's pro
ponional scales on 0. On another day deliatte formula but fust desire to 
since you care to have, you think. These: are the numbers the streetS the 
numbers the avenues the names the faces enclosing the rendering beans . 
Never so similar that hasn't arrived facility memory-body. Never worries no 
mind this age we: girls habits to stop pushing for danger but make it hold 
tight. Never sent you careless aby$5 called smile/one side. vOatbulary/one 
side. ln this dream or an order to fill a dream anempt a flop-child of some
one else's mind . Spiraling work overlapping present tenses and tried mend
ing aftemessto ideas so they last . Never could , her head yawned never could 
distinguish warmth from welcome heat discreet a few sides going at once 
distinguished from words . Some of these: are slur conscious trUSt . Excused 
like beloved unrelentingly retrieved/never retrieved . That's where sentence 
retreats never a mile or distantly only that's where, in her anached mind 
purified document . The eyes landed 60 times or so not the l ALONE never 
emptied. Can't with calling, can't look,can'tname,can'taimlcsslyand I did 
and did . Each page's question the answer not sman not rich never kiss the 
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foouteps, anc1ent things, bound legally or sueams of trains of thought. 
Memally everything stopped pushed over-cool to riot-point to words 
reasonable gr:ncful roughly pleasant never ashamed to say fonunatdy. Dark 
windows in which a list followed by factS is us erupt chilling comparing. 
Drearru rise to top queries and fo$!ii)s of a time that will exist, maybe: not. 

You're still existing quicker dividing just alike you're still in the today wreck . 
Concentrate sight where many liabilities are never listed . Never obvious why, 
storms along the logic that being another is just another. No guarantee on 
fr~m no plan you stay or mind's answer simultaneous untitled. I stand 
here as if uniformed and when alone fall down. My total two eyes. Never 
marbleizes never forms an enigma that's retrieved when thrown. Give up 
that audible green reverie in silence. Minds drift, despondent. Ponrait of a 
savage walk never repeated a lark goes h~ meaning only that moment you 
speak. Keep busy never devoted jingles misnamed synw: that's like a word 
ME who wrote in twos. who uanslated emerging as sudden. intolerance 
without you in your miracles your innocence not equally rich . Formidable, 
gone, beautiful only without remote letters missing . Herself not life 
eccentric poking looks forming pocketfuls over tight lips. I hear money 
which is tomorrow fanned-out and tomorrow-time more tensely then finaJiy. 
In this world anger finds yourself without sheers of blank paper that's not all 
that I need. All of these: are words without definite places to stay listening to 
interchange , the sound of ovation. And these are a life without an I or don't 
flnd an I conclude for me. Mentally exploring the distance but stuck center 
half-arounded I watched as them again began talk pans of how to carry 
around I watch as them began again. She's nervous expensive. Miles of 
phones their numbers rema.in haJf opened and wills that will exist if given 
haJf the chance. This sentence to me consistently compelled; a footnote to 
you and poor. Without the clamour for gravity and faJis, without a break 
which deans retains some form of imperfection without clutching. Think of 
this as a parry in your honor and mention yowself as her who would fu her 
who or him who would bend or straighten. With an urgent you always 
remember that audience, mondays , tuesdays. What meaning served is 
without the desirable despise. Room is the changeable space you carry, an 
uneventful knack for captions without audience. Maybe: I hadn't heard 
without grieving and you yes hadn't then without no. This concentration of 
an event all events are leading toward without functioning in your grasp. Sta
tionary selves exist while secrru lie at the hem simultaneously. A picture you 
may never be: able to frre without an explanation. Without an offer from 
understanding played out in exaggerated dir«:tion: transparent colors 
though primary possess depth the opaque flat ones will never; a routine ex-
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tstcnce the pul]>OS( that spomaneny will never; your deep stare the imensny 
a dramatic make-up will never; you and your exclamauon haiJe. Without 
that words speckled your face's various frames bttwccn the still of your ex
pression. A jumble of symbols added to this sum the numbers arbu ta.ry 
though dictatorial . And, reasons why without hunger we could be here and 
is it with desire or resignation you chose cenainly because the sound of 11 

made color a madness and responsibility a madness md passionately like 
bullets or slogan-overload or what you chose. This is the hand to lean away 
from whose ability to dissipate details applied outside and gone ballooning 
through powerless rough spots, pans of a whole scheme, and gone across a 
small expression that's haded toward a definite point in fever. I seem to 
nttd you lilcc an asphalt which flows from where the uccs throw the my ofT 
next morning never draw across the devastate a proximity which lays produc· 
t.ion wastes in twos subsisting midnight without night. She was such a thing 
as the constant she had a lot herself explaining put pressure a dollar people 
who had more than point, talked. Without confusing the reasoning with the 
rea50ning a big need moved into tal.lc. In this tiny village the length of arm 
circles in space indicates privacy. We arc bd..icving in this vision which is a 
presence spc.Wng words without us as the photogN.phs of us arc torn slowly 
and sailing away unseen. Without talking about war, my heart suggested 
that its shadow is our heritage and not iu logiul outcome. I'm totally in
capable of telling without maybe a timbre of technology and that without 
diverging lines, simply waiting. My fllSt lesson was tonight and that other 
night I forgot to mention when to end telling the fonune suspended your 
made-ness accomplished during long relaxing ritual hammerings too keenly 
felt to be removed. And live along and along and maybe you won't be meant 
like someone who did not. You arc more than a movement chorcogn.phed 
forthceye and without an answer to what stare will I sec you in next. You will 
never leave here with me or an inch Jess influence or you will never leave here 
without being listed in this show which is fondling plus punctuation and 
they arc equal. And then without you the philosophy continues. You 
wouldn't exist even you'd be hesitating in the consciousness of mad history's 
sooth and shoot . How many millions in tim~ continue without action to be 
elasticized to withstand human stopping and this which is fmely calculated 
into grinding. And no, you can't usc the bathroom to shoot up in just 
bca.usc you look dead already. And, I did win ten on th~ series without an 
approach of any kind. You seem to exist alone now and und~rstand that a list 
is the only way to summarize what I'm fcding. I stiU think of you in rooms of 
two leaning in a doorway and growing small~r and taller whichever your 
relaxing causes and you have that bca.usc without being so much of a body 
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then a mmd who knows and who guesses. I can't seem cogo aroundagainor 
point out that you're glaring at me or let it go . Many heads arc being badly 
managed to avoid. So perhaps he understands that features become things to 
be hummed to and bodies may lean on his though like mine, he won't feel it 
as it dissolves into a thousand immeasurable sounds. It was only when the 
needle was taken off that she could distinguish tcmpota.ry. I would like you 
to know I feel that loneliness approaching existence that appreciates 
friendliness without all the preparations. It's harder to not than do 
sometimes. 

She ~one: just a silhouette slightly bent and reading and cenainly not for 
me. Two: that means a wide having geu up with you each morning, one 
moment brings ends fumbling for continuity. Three: she slowly rises each 
day then and ft.lls up her clothes with the one that has no or-else-substitute 
proceeds without bending one kindness. One good suong bold intemion 
foiJows you around; your best hand moves over to another position where 
talk talks, talk walks. One nothing appears to you on the face of a compass, 
includes things in numbers refined from carefully ordered appeals and can I 
have and can I be without decorations aggressive conglomeration inside out 
ro inside. Now on~ private will asscning that you deserve 0-ZERV cunain 
pulled across an inuuder faceless rejector who lies a moment a change relator. 

A story: one 11-ycar tear goes uruncmion~d. one French phrase rolled 
around in the mind goes unsaid, finally a tiny figure in the clear confusion of 
middle ground goes away. 

And whenever one whoever touches makes up dialogue in me. My what-is· 
aftcrs this buying chances on results, bastards of intention. Understand one 
uied to answer drone on. All done positive being maybe-cd, don'ted, 
a-attracted, stunned, don't I know there . Tell me pre-strength or post what 
to expect as minor, when to non-exist when you were known to possess past 
tense saids, knowns, one was kindness. one kind . Forgotten enemies 
changed the subject , so £lin with the ground, sweet gravity. Exclamations 
break up the sentence, light ra.ys, ev~ntually your face too loses its tone to 
rhythm. Become one around again pleasure like please notice one arm, twO, 

one leg, two, add that also a nose is simple where the rich girls huddle isn'tof 
this wodd but the armature of yours . One memory is terribly periphery: a 
chair that felt that way as you S2t down conscious of feet another sym
metrically conca abandonment . The else that ev~ryonc felt belongs out 
where any other window is a climax bombarding your body's common 
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definition an insider in life's acknowledged orbit : posuion. ume, material . 
Gloss over my total quote, !load up on one hate even the best is like enter 
and you without key, one saltless tear, face without a mind, heart without 
heart, live image. You can take one long look around a mouth not mgeLher 
with movement, not together with caste so slow, so old and so long one 
moment's answer as it stands. People speak like open tongs, sm iles become 
lines of thought, nods of individual fwion, crash and feel the other in
dividual iron substances, forgotten obligations, no rent , no cold, no rime 
record, no time spent. 
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MNE-TENTHSOFOURBODY 

last night camouflaged thoughts spoke through mouths 
pressed to the cloth of s l~ves, hard edge of a 

shoulder blade. Thrown up to join the abandoned 
flock, miles to go, vague direction, consciousness 
peeled: length of rough composure, rare anima.! 
skins, desire hidden in the smooth slide from 
top to toe. 

Verbs arc fast, slow. What I took is taken . 
Lesions cover vocabulary, my mouth an awesome 
darkness encircling barbs meant as truth, 
intruding on dreams meant to be lived. 
Here, my depanmcm, a voice says who's 
there . The phone rings. 

Those years were knotted intention, slowed to 
twO hands traced on a wall in black charcoal 
again and again, impatient fingers tap unsteadily 
through the night, looks longing to substitute 
place for a moment of unconditional release. 
Wanting solitude and wanting magnitude is 
the frenzy that eludes our control. Show 
the other face . Dear on the end of this sentence 
won't. In the middle it's split into twO conical 
shapes shouting appropriate phrases and attitudes. 

Dressed in black, shell legs, arms blocked out. 
Once I was in silver and gray, pink or pinned 
jewelry to my breast but look.I stand, waiting, 
across to you. Leave through that door. Stare, 
straight into expressions of fear. Stand, hands 
held to here. Stare, eyes leveled here . Motion, 
point to here and gone. 

Thought of the kiss lasted 2 minutes, stopped. Longer 
than it deserved, sharp spears of icc were mental 
pictures, each day lingered , hugged yesterday not 
tomorrow. Cll.emisuy forgotten, a la.ser·like minute 
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charges posilion's impon:rncc, m:uches in circles 
around the revolving figure , 1uming late . 

One extended phrase is beauty, words ring , computed 
in infinite vn.ys from the same ff1.gmcntcd definition. 
An :rnswer was inadequate, doubles intend to encompass, 
:rndcontrol. 

Detail sneaks up on OOdies which deny what fmgers , 
mistU:en, f~l. Campaign against snares, &ces 
blanked in the CW~era, my OOdy delays each day, 
my helmet or my hat, answer as question, point 
of shadow that's motionless several minutes and gone . 

Born, a circumstance that denies necessity. Surrounding 
my hand, dailincss crasa futility, slogans adorned then 
bea1cn, blood on my fingers, not fright, a sense that 
compels to advance, laugh returns boomerang prevalent 
phtascs. 

Food raised to lips, OOdy fills up clothes, thoughts 
contain a desire to think, luck creates the will to 
continue. 1 vn.tched you, too . I found a third 
person who wrote so slowly that one phrase contained 
months in time: not condensed but conclusive. I vn.tch 
to sec I'm wonh favor, the active delay. As your hand 
drifts precisely toward the table , your fingers one by 
one release the glass and it's with me, we arc 
fmished , softly. 

To ru1ft indiaue the place that's nine-tenths. Small 
in volume, it lies suspended in our body. A child 
visualizes a sphere floating through hollow arms and legs, 
dancing through the torso. It contains the rest, but 
is finitc . It appc2CS to be an insignificant point, 
fr~ in itself, permining misconception, perfection 
belongs behind you and in what you will do. just as 
in time there is never a nine-tenths . Only its 
endless picture. 
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Words confuse the 1crri10ry we turn tow:ud. silence 
a threat like death, today's surroundings seem dropped 
in random spaces, solitude continues its invisible 
evolution, and vn.tch us, watch myself, a figure co mom 
into a stooped man, dusters of air pockwlike 
pink pearls or iridescent scales ripple around and crash 
gently into my OOdy, his OOdy, his rela1ion to them 
changes as they drifr:, though he, I remain motionless, 
untouched . 

Sphere, the world made manageable. cnckcd in twO equal 
pans, smooth surfaces created in a single slice, mirror 
images, ridges and torn places the eye places together 
as perfect, but billions of hand can never retrieve. 
Two halves that become two domes on buildings of 
opposing governments, two bowls of soup, one for each 
of us, or twO breastS: half-spheres of logic and purpose, 
leaders of the body-side of me with its ability to 
produce others to join the billions whose wills stumble 
across another's, lend Sttrets, tentative, then wait 
for reactions as though they would be explosions, but 
their SttrctS arc cf'<1dlcd in the others' arms, the signal 
then is to give avn.y for good, the space left isn't 
empty, just momentarily unoccupied . 

A row of pitfalls manages to avoid its own jolt. 
There's an intimidated man feeling the stranger is 
himself reflected in the &ccs around him. There's 
a long distance call for you . There's a string of 
numbers that identifies you as hom to move past 

the middle of the night, through the afternoon, 
to mid-morning, early evening, repeating so it seems 
it's all refractions of ricocheting time, no longer 
linear, repeat mistakes and favorites . Vibrating 
your body. recorded in your mind , a continuous loop , 
a wall around a village, every image exact though 
distoned by the sunching and contracting. 

Last night I was the mouth pressed to the shoulder 
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blade at the same time I was the hardest edge 
of the bone itself. I was two figures, no three, 
shrinlcing away toward the distant line labeled 
horizon , known to tnde its place with you. 
The three figures ~n= drawn together twice : 
First, as stick figures or in full perspecti~ 

on white paper by the hand that's free to dream, 
clearing the w:a.y for the second drawing, 

the moment that imagination :always knew could 
include you , me, and the spectrum of pronouns 
conducting a conversation as background to 
the ragged line of isolated bodies moving as 
one, voluntarily bunched together then released . 
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GLASS HOUSE 

The hand reaches for the cocktail, it 's in darkness 
imb:alanced money, freedom. no need for reflection , 
high posiuon count slukes en gener:ued thought.s 
black glass tux impassive beneath white eyes pinpoints 
of intense halation imagination or aher image after 
lips have curled around the clean rim where liquid 
defies gravity graceful suction victim settles back 
c:alcuJared subreption that's tension a sweeping gesture 
of arm attentive to each still his mind his control 
tower over-manned by chronoscope conuollers. Noted 
on white in a tiny jerky hand with the purple inky expression 
of her lactescent gaze. 

The hand that caressa rhe thigh is the instrument of 
possibility philosophy monogenesis me basic theory 
an absolute comfon factor and she a fact that object 
of her own dream she sips arrack sweet coconut of 
terrible infanta delusions daddy can never take back 
or go back to the voice of attempted torment 
the man hired to roil by hips and guitar rol.lSC a 
roomful of ovcr-conuolleds en tnaJJe to heightened 
convolving. The random thudding glasses of sweet 

liqueur on horizont:al surfaces his monotonous 
color of thirst. 
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LOVELY S1UFF 

Columns constructed from ddirious dust 
forgotten under the rug . One lovely 
part is the confusion of this dust 
with the slime of a thousand other 
places, an infinite number of footprints 
can be: made but not remade. I'm a liar 
and fact maker; a monster and 
an incredibly benevolent soul . 
My words arm't new. that thoughts, too, 
an= old. The time we're allowed to spend 
here is lovely: as if two wiles, one red, 
the other blue, joined at their tips 
by a jewel-like drop of .solder wen= holding 
it up . lf this were a room I'd lie: down , 
my body growing and folding comfonably 
into the: four comers, into each crack 
of the: floorboards. Betause I care 
to try this, I'm an imc:graJ part of the 
coarse conno~urship of life. This 
is lovely, size isn't the question, this 
is a tiny thing. The didactic food that feeds 
it is comroUablc:. Its lust is more 
than machine sJou or catch phrase;. 
Not silly enough to say that anything 
is permanent, fearless enough to admit, 
in this coma~:, the lovely stuff staring , 
couldn't be= made to order. A tall order 
that wasn't ever dreamed or duplicated , 
u-aced in perfect peeks 
bc=neath frantic erasures . 
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CORROBOREE 

Almost fallen imo a sopor - feet into deep sleep 
Dropped here panicular spot abnormal timing 
Surrounded by history's lips pressM into one 
coUective eardrum speaking soft consonants lain 
down in timbrel vocabulary even Chaucer recalled 
as he dreamed of walking alone through the forest 
sketching destinations pale next to the lives that stomp 
through to you in a pannymphonic self-consciousness 
with others such specialties forgonen now aroused 
sudden offer to .slide, grab at ~ minute dreams 
each window in this city of identical flames leaping 
out orange clutching those wanting to be= on The Lido 
those wanting to say 1 was and 1 was not there 
without you instead our bodies break simuiWleously 
become swallowed by talcum powder turned sand. 
Jumping large , a noisy celebration. 
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" I HAVE BUIU A LOCOMOTIVE / ON MY BACK" 

I. having the ability to move inde~ndemly 

I, a corrupted man 
I was out of place there, those thieves at 
Night , the moon's albedo j[S lightbulb its eye and tear 
Transposed on the window my eye invaginates 
The next block and more 
I stumble across bloau:d nubbins, a word in my side 
As if I don't confess now and become a dog 
in the manger, much worse 
A de-emotioned auto-da-fe , replaying the fade out 
of individual threads 
Viewed from there, whatever we do defies inunction 
We could have bttn dancers for the Gandy Co., 
Oiicago Ulinois. toolmakers 
Or romantics, wide-eyed , auempu to russify our world 
And theirs, as good as bare 
Is it time to die for 
"Sometimes you do a thing in verse: , and sometimes you 

do it in prOS( . To me they're both poeuy": 
Zukofsky. Which means holus stop 

OOJus stan and stop. 
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1HE FOURTH OF JULY IS GEOGRAPHY 

Want yours. Suett's passion where the worst 

that can happen is death without love 
quick, anonymous , if not anonymous, 
insignificant. This one's dedicated. 
Around nobody. my feet flop like ftsh 
on the pavemem,July, Starting over, 
hot. Mothers with baby-worlds 
to clothe. Girls with a boy-world 
to feed. Sensation, a world that nods 
to be fed without hesitating, people, 
empty, shoes on plywood stands , cheap. 
West , the pavement converges into the 
river, east l see the same. 1 turn 
left , am left . A holiday that's a rea.l 
esnte holiday. I touched you , what 
if your face changed. flinch. A man 
looks at his watch, down the block. back 
to his watch . His shin dean, pink, 
white buttons. His mind is clean, 
he's innocent, wanted something, he could 
want , forget himself or his impression, 
shallow furrow, on the world to which he 
belonged. Wasn't too small, poor, even 
too anxious, wasn't even there 
until another person thought he was. 
He took that light and waited. Green 
to turn to red. The Deli to get crowded 
then empty. Skinny, young , preoccupied, 
middle age , wealthy, lonely, relax. 
Whatever you dreamed po!Sible , terrible, 
plastered all over him like clay 
on his armature, notation that never 
expanded into sentence. 
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So touch, nttd to ralk , manipuLat~ . 

to flan~r. ca}ol~. to appreciat~. 
to rescue, stand up for, fo llow 
behind, to fo llow up, surround, to hold 
onto, devat~. penetrat~. to exp»e, 
pursu~ and manage to stand still and 
k~ep moving, to indud~ each other 
in th~ color sch~m~. ~ach cov~r 
story, employees of the past·desuoyers 
and th~ future d~nyers, brav~ ones, 
most afraid ones, you get a pan 
(1 mad~ th~m up) and I hav~ 
a pan of them. Nothing but affeaionat~ 
isolation of ev~nts. I will subject you , 
how will w~ ~v~r car~, to these: affectionat~ 
spots. Transformed into six years, twdv~. 

dghteen years and mor~ u your should~r falls 

retreating. Beyond your need, you'r~ 
venical , all cushions of calm, 
and contribution . A life yearned for 
obsol~nc~ . No real time of its own , 
it .seemed to go on forever. Apathy bulged 
and never kept tr2Ck of itself. Th~ life: 
would pass itself in a long hallway, turn 
off th~ lights for a moment . It got into 
devarors and pressed all th~ buttons 
to witness a steady stream of gaping 
alienation. lif~ didn't last forever. 
Both inevitabl~ like an ~mbryo dubbed 
baby and fitnaticall ikc: that part of Pollock 
that painted circles around his own death . 
life bc:alme incr~ments of five that would 
cuJminate in a random and unconuollabl~ 
grand sum . It wanted the urg~ncy 
of an original thought, th~ humility of a long 
c:ffon that fail~d . It no longer admired 
the: sp«d of th~ newest model , it didn't 
cont~mplate lying down in from of it . 
Its fabric was silk woven into concentric 
circles of lac~ . 
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I .see through h~r eyes. Sh~ thinks non-stop 
carnivals of pure ~rs. She: thinks 
I should finish the: food, say something , 
go on so I a1t1 r~gain the: rest of my body. 
1 should geswrc: with my left hand , put 
down th~ fork, cross my legs, scratch one: 
palm with the other, fondle my bracdet. . 
I don't wear a bracelet , she ~n't looking 
at me, I'm surprised , I ~ caught 
vulnerable, half-dimensional. suspended for 
so long. I can't fig ure out how many 
peop l~ didn't notic~ what jwt tenured me. 
Long minutes, heads bobbing abov~ my terrain , 
the little conqueror, constant paddl~r. up 
barely. What we need: audi~nc~ every night 
even when we can't embrace them. l could work 
harder. I~ born with the lack. Ev~ry tiny 
word and thought struggles for me. Absolute , 
as if on a saeen, the scene in trouble, my lines 
arc: repeated many times, in and out of focus , 
boring the audienc~ . they fall out , they're 
military. It's economics, I'm losing . 
Only one is left now so I fal l in lov~ . 

We: try very hard to understand. car~ . and not 
appear silly. It's our show now that 's watched . 
Whoever is left this time will be in our n~xt 
sc~ne . Now we're: a group known as group , 
interesting to ourselves, our admirers, 
too big to accept every lingering soul , we're 
happy, romantic. 

I was lifting my spoon to my mouth wh~n 
my hand became a datt~r of millions 
of teeth gnashing , my fork the arching 
letter C , the bit~ of food enormous, mangled 
organic matter, and I. a mouth and a brain 
connected by a tiny thread , my body gone . 
The room surrounded, contaminated its 
occupants , their complete bodies' brains 
formed words , mouths spoke. hands all gaily 
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gestured , gracefully moved to the eating act . 
I Stood out , a wall of paint chips, faulty 
when noticed, so insignificant no one noticed . 
I'm making up my mind and it's ridiculous. 
It's going to be a life led hugging 
a wall of undetermined height . But a good 
wall with a structure of patience. Nobody 
died building it, nobody died against it . 

Hugging meant perspective , not wallowing. 
A few lost gambles, and the life was going 
to take place instead in a benevolent 
cocoon , an airplane that never inflicted 
taking off or landing, a lamp that defined space 
with the authority of people who know 
their purpose, feel it's wonhwhile, never 
doubt definition . Soon ludicrous, the darkness 
plowed a maze of irrigation ditches for itself, 
left messages on its answering machine. 
The life was lost, its squatters fingered 
satin possibilities, returned melted to 
Statements drifting, floating, watching. 
The life was illwninated blue, a tv 

in a dark room, full of symbolism, hints 
of itself, words. 

The pin-up shot, 2 runners, it left me . 
I've seen myself much higher, end to end. 
their length measuring a clean yes, strings 
tuned to each other, the best when I'm left 
in a sound continuing until it's forgotten, 
listening until it 's drifted away to a point 
I lent you. Far away, memory, my corresponding 
ivory. If I do fall around you in phrases, 
it's childhood, secure, unsure , shedding 
honesty, logging in intensity. Your diagonal 
gaze, a uick of tired peripheral vision, a page 
mid-way through a novel, not sure yet. A hand and 
nothing else, an exercise which tries 
to not know but touch . This floor slopes 
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down so that the table resti ng on it , the boolu 
weighting the table slant down toward 
the south , people called guys who stand up 
straight on the American plain , Otina like 
a missile down below. Australia like a train 
disappearing as a dot, New Zealand like punctuation. 
Britain like a flower preserved by a florist 
with a PhD. Heaven like a joke followed 
by nervous laughter. and Iceland, a woman 
I dream about whose face is blue , whose clothes 
are white and only sharp blue linNlnwings 
describe her. 

That's me as a maniac , lifting the words I can 
reach. using them to imagine, topographical 
position, the 7th floor. Loolcing down , 
two people walk below toward the west and say: 
"Yea, I like him, I've known him a long time." 
Three people down below, heading east , pass 
the two, loot the conversation , and initiate 
the phrase: "I like him and !like like like 
him I know him, it's been a long , long time 
I like him, I know , like enough." 
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'rnNDER ARC 

forChri.; H11uty 

Describe porcelain and 1 was touching the= cool glc=am of white= sink. 
The= dlipscs you mention, panting, eyes call such and such to your 

heart, sighting pink, and pink S(:rtles all around me. 
I can rear off pages of this notebook and still be here . 
Uke filntasies airing out, another in stages, runaround kiss: I float, 

a crooked video feeling. mirror for mirror. 
Numbers aren't relevent: my weight goes quiclcly sometimes. 

If you fumble, sman and resplendent, finally Slltunting the moment 
into a fixed home, lies-insipid go wherever you follow, behind you, 
then you' re gone. 

I'm alone, my clothes are the imploding kind, the kind left behind 
then duplicated. 

A car idles like my sound, a drone tying multiple knots that are 
sobering, consonant ideas that find evernos bound in one moment's 
soothing. 

I'm starting to fed what the night is, dark and stmi. 

Your arm ttaehes through meaning touches the kindness that misses its 
mark, only to return tniling .sharp corne-rs that follow in a t~nd~r arc . 

I appropriat~ pristin~ patches from what you'v~ lived, from m~mories 
that fad~ and soft~n in you. 

Elongated theories of t~ns Sttret~ zeros that latch on to d~finitioru mad~ 
t~mporary by growth . Wh~r~ th~r~'s on~ ther~'ll be two. 

I'm taking th~se on in my own m~mory though th~y belong in yours 
~xactly. 

Man-mad~ casa of please, continu~. Tides for You; phon~ an ~n~my, 
low play, ke~ping strong~r pinned to your ch~st like facts that stack 
betterflan~r. 

Th~re ar~ sunglasses, it's hot. A fashion lik~ fungus passes through 
th~ usuaJ motions of fit th~n rot. 

It's th~ church, its grttn door the same color as the blu~ sky, its whit~ 
W2.lls th~ sam~ as the brown dust . 

Murmuring, something I knew from th~n. schem~ or ord~r. a son of 
maimed invectiv~. passtd so high. I fit bett~r. I bite, my aim is 
grounded in utt~rmc~. 

Th~ serious on~ seduces m~. near and coupled with Sunday's reasoning 
in you, still, without th~ motioning and flttting. barely moving . 

In on~. you stand in an old church's doorway. 
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Run through the place wh~re your hand on the cold wood is ~ncourag~d. 
t~m~ram~nt stored a~y. 

ln on~. you'r~ beating a dump of ~w~ed with a stick or a rock 
ora shell. 

Run forward, r~trieve th~ dream that flicken:d to a stop wh~n th~ 
machine fell. 

In the dark, it didn't matter how they looked. 

One part, an instant antonym ov~rpowers your disdain for 
embellishment, luy hook. 

Once a man fell aslttp in his lover's closet, obsa.sed with the smell 
and feel of the empty clothes. 

Come and shelter us, crttping minutes cover content, interesting but 
melting away. The imponam finishing rose. 

I've seen them all lying around off of you and I don't equate them 
to you. 

Reams ofpa~r. nils, minor sounds distoned in your mood, its plan, 
simple: over f:ue, to face it like a friend you could lose . 

No shin. No opinion or lingering out of counesy. 
In one you wear a bathing suit, on~ shoru, on~ pants with a belt. 
Comfon and C2.te, I pace myself and lose, one contonion. one stance, 

hasty minutes mean more when refelt. 
In rwo, you wear shoo. lnv~m loosened humor as your share, kttp 

larn~nts at arm's length, th~ nuisance. 

Sky is in all thrtt. Light spins above nlm, fn:e from atmosph~r~. 
Two a.re on th~ beach, the water's blue, sky just as blu~. 
The pair of aimless figures drone like doves that reel high ag-ainst the 

humbl~. muted sky. 
Your voice before or after the camera, w~r~ you y~lling over sounds 

a.round you and what sounds. 

Our choices create scores like bask~tball, the Nons hurl loose, im~lligem 

phon~ messages and hound us then sometime we Jose what we found. 
In Mexico, a Stture photograph is one without history. 
You would let me over the fence, my fmgers scraping the paint off, 

then I would be sure that the laughter comes mixed with bliss 
mdfwy. 

But what I know. Covered in crossed fmgers, hean and soul. 
Each of you in Mexico . Each of me , blue sins accepted. 
With me, thrtt photographs are here. Picking off th~ if and then each 

season, stom and blacktop facts . 
It's dark, I know it's there. but I can't see the clock. 
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Parking lots may surround you , odors, hints that once were ch~rished , 
untitl~d mansions that nev~r got their stan. 

Mid·aft~rnoon. from across th~ riv~r. buildings around WaU Strttt throw 
shadows omo each other, colors vary as the 'shadow~d' buildings' 
colors change. Perman~ntly paint th~ shadows on. 

A still patch of room, hum outside. sliver of filt~rcd sounds across 
the wall, the sheru grow hollow, one you thr~ov~r. the oth~r und~r 
where you hover and carry last night's phantom, still dream, memory 
stag~ . You Jeam~d th~ faint phrase low voices travel on. 

Th~ unfinished skyscttper downtown twinkling lights eternally. 
I could diminish. My title is my nam~ and a frown pounded from th~ 

hardest ink stings the sight we purchased. 
In the dark, a big clock . Minutes mark~d by figures held in a strange 

hand. 
This is my vi~: another apanm~nt window, shelves and sugar. 
Or then this is you, just sununer, a carbon semim~m . inuo to y~llower 

fields, just tugging, just far. 
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AND 11-IEN 11-IEY GO OFF TOGETI-IER 

lmtant pictures: man's feet dangle, toes blue . need to touch. rest on th~ 
ground, all his life meant to maintain sptteh explain direttion continuous 
movement wa.lldng say from here to th~ n~xt corner. 

Man, next to nev~r alone not stopped in thought not hesitant waiting as 
anoth~r figure uies to catch up to fall into footsteps to fathom their weight. 

Where women persisted, no admitting mistakes, bump into ground never 
extraCt ev~n slight quakes or detttt the many w;tys on~ mov~m~nt causes 
othas. 

A woman hugs a window sill, stares out over the city as if she were outside 
looking into th~ light's glow forcing sharp corners to fade away from where 
she longs to be. Not a war~ of lessons but ~yes closed cfli.Shing any situation 
that bares its shining white teeth some perf~y construct~d some pointed 
down and up . 

Or man who would do for someone else. that stand up, bite his lower lip, 
impc:rc~ptibl~ prcssur~. like thousands around who must fal l away just 
watch, jerk forward, catch themselves up this way and not that . 

Sh~'s not responsibly labelled, throw away the opportunity to look from this 
perspective finally C2fcssing our fingertips lik~ lips that say yes you'v~ b«n. 
Yes happy and yes th0$C words you'v~ felt , that too formulating a theory. 

She can lay with her own mother and complete rwo sides of th~ triangl~ 
drcssc:d as another brushes her shoulder and sits like stone her breasts stan~, 
never swelling nev~r ev~n slightly changing color. never described milky 
whit~ or th~ shape: of softly falling. 

Imagine meaning why do this. In figure 83 the left arm ext~nded an arrow 
drawn in in red points upward a slight arc toward th~ head. The man moves , 
stop. 

That final point convinces us he's static . Our choice, if w~ should decid~ . 

Believe him, simple life by hinting that home knowing no fear to overcom~ . 
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Moments when her hands aren't her own angular fr:une exhausted. respon
sible for standing stiff from its own force. 

I'll look. To look is to sec how slowly lips fade to visions of rucks running in
side and out motion at slower pace separates then shootS down defining 
what's called out. 

He's imagined what's been done to him tough dressed up and tough 
reversed . 

Afterwards this woman exploded beatusc of what she hadn't said . 

His idea of grasp is to reach out constantly what order is required not to be 
disappointed uying again and uying again more than one filce in the mirror 
of men. 

Huge masses, one woman turns hcrsc=:lf into attack. I.solate as path, time's 
deftnition reucating to future sec what she's done . 

He's also all alone making things happen. Solves the problem carrying aW2y 
like metal, white sheet, dear liquid . Stand all the way thinking. 1 first felt 
inadequate . .. I was a member of the human race. lrnmediately, 1 want my 
cups my plates. 

In our climate we must hold down objectS of speech, pointed out. Leave 
those alone who took gre:u care of their bodies. The net as a definition of the 
rest of the goal, include the room, more of him. dare to say anything 
absolutely was. 

He refrains far enough apan . Low contact on sleeves, cuffs unnecessarily 
accommodate gold . Objects flatten into focus. 

Living a story metaphor her own life had to be badly propelled through her 
own bed, running with theirs in one current, electricity not river. 

He could fed it : insecurity, a sense of power. 

loving hot red fine lines of cynical threat , with this knowledge he fearfully 
took the others under his wing, so into his armpit . 
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Somewhere a large group of them in dream sequence insincerity unite 
opposing fingen ips, style, the scene in which millions of raindrops reve~ 
themselves become faces on heads in a crowd looking up individually jerking 
and blending together. 

All but half of these minds consider how many beautiful shots arc needed to 
achieve the effect that the entire group looks upward, highlights catch the 
salty liquid of the eyes, oil forms and picks up light to define bridges of 
noses, suands of hair, then bunches , whole heads all create and are lost to 
fluctuating waves of light read movement . 

Half of these indistinguishably think how lonely to be lost in a crowd, lonely 
to occupy the desolate territory of a body which no other em displace without 
conflict , physics and imaginations caught in constant fear of overlap. 

Many shes and hes, like yours , stanzas of dailincssconstructing the rhythm of 
flailing pasted down in memory without pretention waiting for wonh. 

If any two or more drift toward one another looking to ignore whose air is 
drawn with each vulnerable breath they would be called in love. whatever, 
shown by suealts and dashes of light. 

Something good begins to happen in some whose lives achieve a formal clar
ity, a red line, a yellow line, a blue line soothing. form a fm clenching and 
unclenching then a yellow rectangle which falls from its grasp, fades to pin
point, disappears. 

It's not only on this block, but here you em see it happen: the smiles split 
open and laugh, like the polyurethane bean, at all the sad ones, crying ones 
on the buildings with spraypaim that imensifies as it &des . 

Heaviness pins hands deep into pocketS, money hard down into registers, 
personal movementS that will never touch, light touch succeeds in amber 
after glow past unnecessary midnight vulgar sheetS of paper caught up 
caught down in the wind that's wasted on the air. 

These: people are your reference your fingers your thoughts have been 
steadied with brilliant colored points on the map that's your silhouette con
toned into a shadow they've made you what you are I you them. Speech is 
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ma.sk~d out, puncutation curls tongues as th~ crowd whiSJXn: the words you 
won't possess but want, th~ ones you chant at~ th~in: . 

Bunch~d togeth~r. forming groups that spread apan: with light and ~y~ col
laborating to creat~ illusions you naivdy clutch rush on toward th~ opposit~. 
a d~p light both dramatic contrast and soft; both harsh and ~nigmatic and 
not just th~ opposit~: not an ~scaJX from reality but willing stUpidity or say, 
to tak~ it lying down, rak~ it at all, a hand as on~ notation in rh~ natrativ~ 
drifting away without punchlin~. ~nding, mor2..1 or mistak~. 

Sad shoru of communic.uion drift toward technology and fall out. Without 
th~ thousand shades you .search in th~ low st~adyvoic~ r~peating phn.ses: Oh 
yes, it has to be sp«ial. Eyes fLiling with tears and th~n th~ t~ars going away. 
Oth~rwise, it 'WOuld be too t~rrifying oth~rwise th~ mom~ms that go past 
exclusively yours would betray th~mselves, threat~n non-possession. 

And phraso: Why worry, typewriter sound goes h~r~ for background. why 
worry, th~rt at~ ptopl~ f~ling sorry for you too. It 's ov~r now, a.s if m~ 
wealthy will nev~r~n f~l afraid ofth~ poor, it'sov~r now, and baby, it's 
nev~r wait. th~ word over is th~ last you will otxn your ~yes to, and ov~r. 
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There is a richness of surface and a sure com
mitment to processual information in Diane 
Ward's writing that remind me continually 
of ow finest g~--rural absuactionists. The 
resulting works are at once complexly layered 
and emotionally direct. I recommend this 
collection to everyone truly concerned with 
significant new developments in the art. 

-Michael Palmer 

"The power source oxygen explodes. Facts stan up, irresistible collision of non-solids 
lighteru any proverb. Mechanism, or the borders deflected, language, panners, an 
imagination habit, hands convention evaporates ... Will tell you what's on. Eye by 
eye. " -Bruce Andrews 

Diane's poems are lucid short stories of relationships in urban life. Their urge is toward 
meaning while she creates meaning like bright beads separated by space in looping arcs 
across the gap. -Mei-mei Berssenbrugge 
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